
 

                                                                                                                     

 
 

Entering University: Improving your IELTS response 
 
 
Read the example and think about how to improve it. 

There are some reasons why I decided to come to this university. First of all, I failed to pass another 
university's entrance exams. Simply this was my badness, I was not good at world history, but I didn't study 
hard（I tried, but was not enough） ,so I could not take any good scores in entrance exams. I regretted 
not studying world history at that time. But now, I think that was cost for joining this program. It should be 
better than university that I planned to go to. I am really satisfied now. Another reason is that the 
department of this university is connected to my future job. I want to be a buyer in the future, it requires 
me to know what is going on in the world and items and also I need to use English in communications,so I 
have to study management, distribution system and also English. Considering above, this university is 
pretty good for my future job. Finally, my high school teachers and cram school teachers recommended 
me this university. They said that this university has a lot of good teachers who is expert of each 
subject.This made me decided to go to this university. 
 
 
How can you improve the writing? 
 
First, we need clear paragraphs and some additional information to support the ideas. 
Use of signal language to provide clearer cohension 
the university of choice 
I was not strong at 
 
 
There are a few reasons why I decided to come to this university. First of all, I failed to get into the 
university of choice due to their entrance exams. Simply put, I wasn’t ready for one of their exams. I was 
not strong at world history and I didn't study hard enough, although I did try my best. As a result, I could 
not get a high enough score in the entrance exam to get into my first choice uni. At that time, I was really 
annoyed and disappointed with myself and regretted not studying world history hard enough. Looking 
back, however, I think that this earlier set back actually allowed me the opportunity of joining the English 
programme at my current university. Their courses focus on English communicational classes in the first 
year, content-based English classes in the second year and then the opportunity to study and work abroad. 
In fact, I am in a much better position than if I followed my original plan so it all turned out well and I am 
really satisfied with everything.  
 
Another reason why I am fortunate to belong to this university is that my field of study is strongly 
connected to my future career aims. One day, I would like to be a buyer in a trade company. To be a 
suitable candidate for such a position, it is important that I know what is going on in the world markets 
and also to have a strong command of English. As a result, I have to study management, distribution 
systems and English. However, my old high school and cram school teachers all recommended me this 
university as they knew that the department I am in has excellent teaching standards and a strong track 
record to assist me in my endeavours. Through luck and advice from my old teachers, I feel that this 
university will enable me to have a bright future.  
 

 



 

                                                                                                                     

 

 

From the above work, try to chunk the speech 

 

Find the pause – Chunking  short /    longer //                    CAPITALISE the stressed (important) word 

 

I LIKE this class / because the teacher is GOOD / and everyone if FRIENdly. //  ALso, / my English is getting BEtter.// 

 
 
There are a few reasons / why I decided to come to this university. // First of all, / I failed to get into the 
university of choice / due to their entrance exams. // Simply put, / I wasn’t ready for one of their exams.// I 
was not strong at world history / and I didn't study hard enough, / although I did try my best. // As a result, 
/  I could not get a high enough score in the entrance exam / to get into my first choice uni. // At that time, 
/  I was really annoyed / and disappointed with myself / and regretted not studying world history hard 
enough. // Looking back, however, / I think that this earlier set back / actually allowed me the opportunity 
of joining the English programme at my current university. // Their courses focus on English 
communicational classes in the first year, / content-based English classes in the second year / and then the 
opportunity to study and work abroad. // In fact, / I am in a much better position than if I followed my 
original plan / so it all turned out well / and I am really satisfied with everything.//  
 
Another reason why I am fortunate to belong to this university / is that my field of study / is strongly 
connected to my future career aims. / One day, / I would like to be a buyer in a trade company.// To be a 
suitable candidate for such a position, / it is important that I know what is going on in the world markets / 
and also to have a strong command of English. // As a result, / I have to study management, / distribution 
systems / and English. // However, / my old high school and cram school teachers all recommended me 
this university / as they knew that the department I am in / has excellent teaching standards / and a strong 
track record to assist me in my endeavours. // Through luck and advice from my old teachers, / I feel that 
this university will enable me to have a bright future. // 
 


